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Alveolar macrophages (AMs) are critical for lung immune defense
and homeostasis. They are orchestrators of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD), with their number significantly
increased and functions altered in COPD. However, it is unclear
how AM number and function are controlled in a healthy lung and
if changes in AMs without environmental assault are sufficient to
trigger lung inflammation and COPD. We report here that absence
of isthmin 1 (ISM1) in mice (Ism1�/�) leads to increase in both AM
number and functional heterogeneity, with enduring lung inflam-
mation, progressive emphysema, and significant lung function
decline, phenotypes similar to human COPD. We reveal that ISM1
is a lung resident anti-inflammatory protein that selectively trig-
gers the apoptosis of AMs that harbor high levels of its receptor
cell-surface GRP78 (csGRP78). csGRP78 is present at a heteroge-
neous level in the AMs of a healthy lung, but csGRP78high AMs are
expanded in Ism1�/� mice, cigarette smoke (CS)-induced COPD
mice, and human COPD lung, making these cells the prime targets
of ISM1-mediated apoptosis. We show that csGRP78high AMs
mostly express MMP-12, hence proinflammatory. Intratracheal
delivery of recombinant ISM1 (rISM1) depleted csGRP78high AMs in
both Ism1�/� and CS-induced COPD mice, blocked emphysema
development, and preserved lung function. Consistently, ISM1
expression in human lungs positively correlates with AM apopto-
sis, suggesting similar function of ISM1–csGRP78 in human lungs.
Our findings reveal that AM apoptosis regulation is an important
physiological mechanism for maintaining lung homeostasis and
demonstrate the potential of pulmonary-delivered rISM1 to target
csGRP78 as a therapeutic strategy for COPD.

ISM1 j alveolar macrophages j apoptosis j cell surface GRP78 j chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) currently
stands as the third leading cause of death globally with an

estimated cumulated lifetime risk of 25% and high socioeconom-
ical burden (1, 2). The pathogenesis of COPD involves perturba-
tion of lung homeostasis and a dysregulated immune response to
exogenous agents from the environment with cigarette smoke
(CS), biomass fuel exposure, and air pollution as the main risk
factors (3). Hallmark features of COPD include emphysema
(the destruction of alveolar walls and enlargement of the alveoli)
and chronic obstructive bronchitis (inflamed small airways).
COPD patients present persistent respiratory symptoms with
progressive long-term lung function decline. However, current
drugs only provide symptomatic relief and are not able to sup-
press the underlying tissue inflammation to effectively block
COPD progression or reduce mortality. Therefore, there is an

urgent unmet need for novel COPD therapeutics targeting
COPD pathophysiology (4).

Chronic lung inflammation is integral to COPD pathogene-
sis, and disease severity in COPD patients is directly associated
with alveolar macrophage (AM) accumulation (5). These
observations are concurred by mouse studies that exhibited
complete protection against experimental COPD upon AM
depletion (6) or knockout of the AM elastase MMP-12 (7).
AMs are the first line of defense critical for lung homeostasis,
pathogen recognition, debris clearance, resolution of lung
inflammation, and repair of damaged tissue. AMs are pheno-
typically and functionally highly plastic in response to their
environment. Under physiological conditions, AMs contribute
to the prevention of inflammatory response from occurring and
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produce immunosuppressive factors (8–10). The number of
AMs in a healthy mouse lung is maintained at around 0.3 to 1
per alveolus, while AM numbers in human lungs are around 4
to 5 per alveolus (9, 11–13). AM numbers and functional phe-
notypes are altered with age in nonsmokers, active smokers,
and patients with COPD, with AMs as the key effector cells for
COPD (5, 14–17). However, it is not clear how AM numbers
and functions are controlled in a healthy lung and whether an
increase in AM number or change in AM function without any
environmental assault (such as CS) would be sufficient to cause
lung pathologies.

We have previously identified isthmin 1 (ISM1) as a secreted
proapoptotic protein that functions through cell-surface
GRP78 (csGRP78, high-affinity receptor) and αvβ5 integrin
(low-affinity receptor) via two distinct apoptotic pathways (18,
19). Specifically, recombinant ISM1 (rISM1) binds to αvβ5
integrin and activates caspase-8 or binds to csGRP78, where it
is endocytosed and trafficked to mitochondria, inhibiting ATP
production and triggering apoptosis by inducing mitochondria
dysfunction. Nevertheless, the physiological function of Ism1
remains to be fully elucidated.

In this work, we report that ISM1 plays a critical role in main-
taining mouse lung homeostasis by controlling AM numbers
through csGRP78-mediated apoptosis. The knockout of Ism1 in
mice (Ism1�/� mice) leads to an increase in csGRP78high AM
numbers with accompanied MMP-12 up-regulation, chronic lung
inflammation, and progressive emphysema. We further show
that pulmonary delivery of rISM1 effectively quenched lung
inflammation by depleting the proinflammatory csGRP78high

AMs via targeted apoptosis, blocking emphysema progression
and preserving lung function in CS-induced COPD mice. Corre-
spondingly, ISM1 expression in the human lung correlates with
increased AM apoptosis, with csGRP78 highly up-regulated in
the AMs of COPD patients. Our work reveals an anti-
inflammatory role of ISM1 in maintaining lung homeostasis and
underscores the potential of targeted AMs apoptosis via
ISM1–csGRP78 as a therapeutic strategy for COPD.

Results
Ism12/2 Mice Develop Spontaneous Emphysema. Ism1 expression
is highest in both fetal and adult mouse lungs, almost 30-fold
higher than its second highest expressing organ, the brain
(20–22). To study its physiological function, we generated Ism1
knockout (Ism1�/�) mice using the CRISPR/Cas9 approach in
two different strains of mice: FVB/NTac and C57BL/6J (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1 A–D). Ism1�/� mice are viable, reproductively
competent, and present no gross behavioral phenotype. A his-
topathology examination of major organs revealed that Ism1�/�

mice developed spontaneous and progressive emphysema in
both mouse strains (Fig. 1 A and B and SI Appendix, Fig. S1
E–G). These results support a role of ISM1 in lung homeosta-
sis, consistent with its highest expression in lungs. As the
emphysema phenotype is more pronounced in the FVB/NTac
strain, we subsequently mainly used FVB/Ntac Ism1�/� mice
for this study. Fluorescent labeling of collagen and elastin
showed deterioration of the alveolar extracellular matrix
network in Ism1�/� lungs (Fig. 1C). A Verhoeff–Van Gieson
stain revealed loss of elastin fibers and ruptured septa in
Ism1�/� lungs (SI Appendix, Fig. S1H). In addition, heterozy-
gous Ism1þ/� mouse lung expresses intermediate amounts
of ISM1 between those of wild-type (WT) and Ism1�/�

lungs accompanied with milder emphysema (Fig. 1 D–G), sug-
gesting that Ism1 is haploinsufficient for lung homeostasis
in mice.

Pulmonary function tests on 2-mo-old Ism1�/� mice showed
increased total lung capacities (Fig. 1H) and volume compart-
ments (Fig. 1 I and J) synonymous with hyper-inflated lungs

observed in COPD patients because of loss of elastic recoil and
air trapping associated with emphysema (23). These changes
were also reflected in pressure–volume measurements whereby
both static and dynamic compliance were increased in Ism1�/�

mice (Fig. 1 K and L). Importantly, Ism1�/� mice displayed
lower forced expiratory volumes (Fig. 1M) and possessed
means of forced expiratory volume at 100 ms/forced vital capac-
ity (FEV 100/FVC, equivalent to the FEV1/FVC index in human
COPD) of <0.7 (Fig. 1N, Ism1�/�: 0.63 ± 0.05), a criterion rou-
tinely used for COPD diagnosis in patients (3). Increased air-
way resistance in Ism1�/� mice may be attributed to mucus
hypersecretion and inflammatory changes in the airway wall
(Fig. 1O and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 I and J) (24). Collectively,
these data showed that Ism1�/� mice presented similar lung
pathologies to experimental mouse COPD models and human
COPD patients.

No gross histological abnormalities were observed in other
major organs of Ism1�/� mice at 2 mo of age, including the
brain (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A). Immunofluorescence (IF) stain-
ing of cleaved caspase-3 showed minimum apoptosis in the brain
of both WTand Ism1�/� mice at this age (SI Appendix, Fig. S2B).
In this work, we focused on ISM1’s function in the lung.

AMs Drive Emphysema in Ism1�/� Lungs. Emphysema in Ism1�/�

mice is accompanied by increased and multifocal aggregates of
AMs as confirmed by lung histology as well as cytospin and flow
cytometric analysis of cells from bronchoalveolar lavage fluid
(BALF) (Fig. 2 A–D). Notably, AMs from Ism1�/� lungs com-
prise residential AMs (CD45+Siglec-F+CD11c+) with no obvious
infiltration of monocyte-derived AMs (CD45+CD11b+Ly6C+/�)
(SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Ism1�/� AMs display more heteroge-
neous morphologies including size variation and the presence of
some giant multinucleated cells, similar to macrophage subpopu-
lations under lung inflammation and in COPD patients (25)
(Fig. 2 A and B and SI Appendix, Fig. S4 A and B). Nevertheless,
isolated primary AMs from Ism1�/� mouse lungs presented sim-
ilar efferocytosis capacity in vitro as those of the WT mice (SI
Appendix, Fig. S4C).

Western blot analysis of Ism1�/� lung lysates revealed
increased levels of MMP-12, MMP-9, and NF-κB p65 (Fig. 2E)
as well as increased MMP-9 and MMP-2 activity by gelatin
zymography (SI Appendix, Fig. S4D). Immunohistochemistry
(IHC) staining identified that AMs express and contribute to the
increased MMP-12 and MMP-9 in Ism1�/� lungs (Fig. 2F), con-
sistent with COPD pathology (26). Moreover, isolated primary
AMs from Ism1�/� mice showed increased nuclear translocation
of NF-κB p65, indicating NF-κB activation (Fig. 2G). In addi-
tion, TGF-β1 and VEGF-A were moderately up-regulated in
Ism1�/� lungs (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 E and F) in line with obser-
vations in COPD patients along with higher levels of reactive
oxygen species (SI Appendix, Fig. S4G) (27, 28). In contrast, nei-
ther neutrophil elastase nor alpha-1-antitrypsin levels showed
any differences between Ism1�/� and WT mice (SI Appendix,
Fig. S4E). A multiplex enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
array analysis of Ism1�/� lungs showed up-regulated inflamma-
tory cytokines including IL-1α, G-CSF, GM-CSF, MIP-1α, and
MCP-2 (SI Appendix, Fig. S4H). Since GM-CSF drives AM
development (29) and GM-CSF–overexpressing mice develop
emphysema with AM accumulation (30), we analyzed GM-CSF
in Ism1�/� mouse lungs. Western blots of postnatal mouse lungs
showed no difference in GM-CSF levels between Ism1�/� and
WT mice at P1, P7, and 1 mo of age (SI Appendix, Fig. S4I).
However, MMP-12 is progressively up-regulated from P7 Ism1�/�

lungs (SI Appendix, Fig. S4I). By 2 mo of age, both MMP-12 and
GM-CSF are higher in Ism1�/� mouse lungs (Fig. 2 E and H).
Thus, MMP-12 up-regulation precedes that of GM-CSF, suggest-
ing that GM-CSF was likely up-regulated as the result of lung
inflammation and emphysema in 2-mo-old Ism1�/� lungs.
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Fig. 1. Loss of ISM1 leads to pulmonary emphysema in mice. (A) Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained left lungs and (B) mean linear intercepts (MLI) of
FVB/NTac WT and Ism1�/� mice at 1, 2, 6, and 9 mo of age. (C) Whole-mount stereoscopic elastin/collagen-labeled left lungs of FVB/NTac WT and Ism1�/�

mice at 6 mo of age. (D) H&E stained left lung of FVB/NTac Ism1þ/� mice at 9 mo of age. (E) MLI of FVB/NTac WT, Ism1þ/�, and Ism1�/� mice at 9 mo of
age. (F) ISM1 protein level in FVB/NTac WT, Ism1þ/�, and Ism1�/� lungs at 2 mo of age determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. (G) Pathology
grading of emphysema in FVB/NTac WT, Ism1þ/�, and Ism1�/� mice at 2 mo of age. (H–O) Spirometry of FVB/NTac WT and Ism1�/� mice at 2 mo of age.
(H) Total lung capacity, (I) functional residual capacity, (J) residual volume, (K) static compliance, (L) dynamic compliance, (M) forced expiratory volume at
100 ms (FEV100), (N) Tiffeneau–Pinelli index (FEV100/FVC), and (O) airway resistance. Data are mean ± SD and were analyzed by two-group, two-tailed Stu-
dent’s t test (B and H–O), and one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test (E and F). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001. n = 3 to 7
mice per group. (Scale bars, 200 μm for A, C, and D.) Data from A and B are integrated from two independent experiments (biological repeats, n = 7)
except for MLI data for 1- and 6-mo-old mouse groups, which are from one independent experiment (n = 4). Data from C–G are independent experiments
using different WT and Ism1�/� mice. Data from H–O are independent experiments using the same WT and Ism1�/� mice.
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Fig. 2. Ism1�/� mouse lungs present up-regulated COPD mediators at 2 mo of age. (A) H&E stained lungs showing focal AM accumulation in FVB/NTac
Ism1�/� mice. (B) Liu-stained cytospins and (C) quantifications of BALF cells from FVB/NTac WT and Ism1�/� lungs. (D) Flow cytometric analysis and quanti-
fications of AMs (Siglec F+ CD11c+) in BALF from FVB/NTac WT and Ism1�/� lungs. (E) Western blots and quantification of fold changes for Pro-MMP-12,
Active-MMP-12, Pro-MMP-9, and NF-κB p65 with β-actin as loading control in FVB/NTac WT and Ism1�/� lungs. (F) IHC and quantifications of MMP-12+

and MMP-9+ AMs of FVB/NTac WT and Ism1�/� lungs. (G) IF staining for NF-κB p65 with nuclei counterstain (DAPI) and quantification of primary AMs har-
boring nuclear p65+ from FVB/NTac WT and Ism1�/� mice. (H) Western blot and fold change for GM–CSF with β-actin as loading control in FVB/NTac WT
and Ism1�/� lungs. (I) IHC for ISM1, and (J) IHC for GRP78 and quantification of GRP78high AMs in FVB/NTac WT and Ism1�/� mice. (K) Confocal fluorescent
microscopy image demonstrating csGRP78high AMs in FVB/NTac WT and Ism1�/� lungs. (L) rISM1 induces apoptosis in WT primary AMs. (M) Apoptosis of
freshly isolated primary AMs from FVB/NTac WT and Ism1�/� lungs. Analysis was carried out in triplicate or quadruplicate wells. (N) Proliferation of pri-
mary AMs from WT and Ism1�/� mice. Analysis was carried out in triplicate wells. Data are mean ± SD and were analyzed by two-group, two-tailed
Student’s t test (C–H, J, and L–N). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001. n = 3 to 10 mice per group. A.U.: arbitrary units. (Scale bars,
20 μm for A, B, F, G, I, and J.) Data from C and D are integrated from two independent experiments using different WT and Ism1�/� mice (biological
repeats, n = 9 to 10). Data from E–M are representatives of twice-repeated experiments with similar results. Data from N is from one independent
experiment.
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Although a mild reduction of radial alveolar count is detected in
Ism1�/� mouse lungs at 1 mo of age, the impact of ISM1 defi-
ciency on alveolar simplification is likely minor, as most emphyse-
matous changes occur after alveolar maturation from 1 mo of age
(SI Appendix, Fig. S5A) (31, 32), suggesting that progressive
emphysema is likely a result of alveolar wall destruction. This is
supported by the similar distribution of types 1 and 2 alveolar
epithelial cells and proliferating parenchymal cells in the lungs
of 1-mo-old Ism1�/� and WT mice (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 B–E).
Neither vascular density nor integrity were altered in nonemphy-
sematous areas of Ism1�/� mouse lungs as demonstrated by
similar endothelial (endomucin) and tight junction (occludin)
staining (SI Appendix, Fig. S5F) as well as normal levels of
BALF protein content (SI Appendix, Fig. S5G).

ISM1 expression was previously reported in mouse bronchial
and alveolar epithelium (20, 21). Here, we show that AMs are
an additional source of ISM1 (Fig. 2I and SI Appendix, Fig. S6 A
and B), although not all AMs constitutively express ISM1 in the
healthy lung. Strikingly, AMs in Ism1�/� lungs present more dis-
tinct periplasmic GRP78 staining compared to WT mice (Fig.
2J), but no αvβ5 integrin expression is detected (SI Appendix,
Fig. S6C). csGRP78 has been previously reported on mouse
peritoneal macrophages (33) and human monocytes (34). To ver-
ify if csGRP78 serves as the ISM1 receptor on AMs, we first
demonstrated that GRP78 is localized on AM cell surface by
confocal fluorescent microscopy. In Ism1�/� lungs, higher levels
of csGRP78 are present on more AMs (Fig. 2K and SI
Appendix, Fig. S6D). We treated primary AMs with rISM1 and
observed that rISM1 binds to csGRP78 of nonpermeabilized
AMs (SI Appendix, Fig. S6E) and induces AM apoptosis (Fig.
2L). Similarly, rISM1 potently induced apoptosis in immortal-
ized mouse AM cells (MH-S) pretreated with thapsigargin, an
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress inducer known to promote
GRP78 translocation to cell surface (35), and dose dependently
increased csGRP78 expression in MH-S cells (SI Appendix, Fig.
S6 F and G). Consistent with our previous studies on endothelial
cells (19, 36), rISM1-induced apoptosis in MH-S cells is medi-
ated by its translocation to mitochondria (SI Appendix, Fig.
S6H). Moreover, anti-GRP78 antibody neutralization and small
interfering RNA knockdown of GRP78 attenuated rISM1-
induced apoptosis in MH-S cells (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 I–K),
demonstrating that ISM1 induces apoptosis through csGRP78.
Concomitantly, primary AMs isolated from Ism1�/� mice
showed reduced apoptosis but no difference in proliferation
(Fig. 2 M and N and SI Appendix, Fig. S6L). These results sup-
port the notion that the absence of endogenous
ISM1–csGRP78-mediated autocrine/paracrine apoptosis may
lead to csGRP78high AM accumulation, which could be linked to
MMP up-regulation and spontaneous emphysema in Ism1�/�

lungs.

rISM1 Rescues Emphysema in Ism1�/� and CS-Induced COPD Mice.
Since AMs are pivotal to COPD pathogenesis, we evaluated if
pulmonary-delivered rISM1 could rescue Ism1�/� lung from
emphysema by promoting csGRP78high AM apoptosis. Intratra-
cheal rISM1 was delivered twice weekly to 1-mo-old Ism1�/�

mice for 4 wk and compared to treatments by vehicle or
liposome-clodronate, an established agent for AM depletion.
Immunostainings showed that rISM1 was internalized by AMs
and induced apoptosis (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 A and B), reducing
AM numbers in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 3A). Impor-
tantly, rISM1 treatment reduced csGRP78high AMs in Ism1�/�

lung (Fig. 3B). More importantly, csGRP78high AMs are also
predominantly MMP-12+, an indication that these AMs are
proinflammatory (SI Appendix, Fig. S7C). Both rISM1 and
clodronate-treated Ism1�/� mouse lungs exhibited significant
reductions in emphysema (Fig. 3 C and D), likely facilitated by
alveolar regeneration following inflammation resolution as

demonstrated by increased proliferating type II pneumocytes in
both treated groups (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 D and E). Further-
more, airflow was partially restored in both rISM1 and
clodronate-treated Ism1�/� mice (Fig. 3E). These results
confirm that excessive csGRP78high AMs are central to sponta-
neous emphysema and lung function decline in Ism1�/� mice.
Pulmonary delivery of rISM1 can rescue the Ism1�/� emphy-
sema phenotype through csGRP78high AM depletion.

We next assessed if rISM1 could alleviate CS-induced lung
inflammation or COPD in mice since chronic AM inflammation
is tied to lung tissue damage. WT BALB/c mice were exposed
to 2 wk (acute) and 8 wk (chronic) of CS or room air (sham)
and intratracheally treated with either rISM1 or vehicle (Fig. 3
F and G). The 8-wk chronic CS regimen adopted has been pre-
viously established to effectively and reproducibly generate
mild emphysema with FEV100/FVC reduced to around 0.8 (37).
Cytospin analysis of BALF cells from 2-wk CS-exposed mice
revealed that rISM1 effectively suppressed CS-induced acute
inflammation and reduced total BALF cells, AMs, and neutro-
phils without affecting lymphocytes (Fig. 3H). Histological anal-
yses of 8-wk CS-exposed mouse lungs showed emphysema
proximal to the terminal bronchioles with AM accumulation,
similar to COPD patients who smoke (Fig. 3I and SI Appendix,
Fig. S7F). CS exposure lead to more csGRP78high AMs accom-
panied by MMP-12 up-regulation (MMP-12+) (Fig. 3J and SI
Appendix, Fig. S7G). Accordingly, rISM1 treatment enhanced
AM apoptosis with significant reduction in GRP78high AMs
(Fig. 3 K and L and SI Appendix, Fig. S7H). Furthermore, sig-
nificant reductions in active MMP-12 levels (Fig. 3M) and the
number of neutrophils were also observed (SI Appendix, Fig.
S7I). Correspondingly, rISM1 effectively blocked emphysema
development (Fig. 3N) and preserved lung function (Fig. 3O
and SI Appendix, Fig. S7 J–L) in CS-induced COPD mice. Con-
sistently, GRP78 expression is notably up-regulated in cultured
mouse AM MH-S cells upon treatment with cigarette smoke
extract (CSE), while the addition of rISM1 potently induced
apoptosis of GRP78high MH-S cells (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 M
and N).

ISM1 Expression Correlates with AM Apoptosis. Since Ism1�/�

mice developed spontaneous emphysema and exogenously sup-
plied rISM1 protected mice from CS-induced emphysema by
inducing csGRP78-mediated AM apoptosis, we envisaged that
variations in endogenous ISM1 levels in the human lung may
also influence the development of COPD. We first validated
antibody specificity for human ISM1 (hISM1) and GRP78 in
immunostaining using cultured cells and antigen preadsorption
(SI Appendix, Fig. S8 A and B) and subsequently examined
hISM1 and GRP78 expression in lung tissue sections from 60
COPD and 18 non-COPD patients (SI Appendix, Table S1).
Similar to mice, hISM1 is also expressed in AMs (Fig. 4 A and
B). However, while ISM1 is also expressed in mouse bronchial
epithelium, particularly after CS exposure (SI Appendix, Fig.
S8C), hISM1 was generally not detected in bronchial epithe-
lium in either COPD or non-COPD human lungs (SI Appendix,
Fig. S8D). When we graded hISM1 expression by scoring both
IHC staining intensity and frequency of hISM1 expression in
AMs, we found that AM apoptosis was significantly increased
with higher hISM1 expression (Fig. 4C). Furthermore, multiple
linear regression analyses revealed that hISM1 expression is
significantly correlated with AM apoptosis after adjustment for
age, sex, smoking status, Global Initiative for Chronic Obstruc-
tive Lung Disease (GOLD) scores, and GRP78 expression (SI
Appendix, Table S2). Nevertheless, no significant trend between
hISM1 expression and COPD status was observed (SI
Appendix, Fig. S8E and Table S3, P = 0.372). High GRP78
expression in AMs significantly and positively correlated with
AM apoptosis via Pearson’s correlation (Fig. 4D), and multiple
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Fig. 3. Intratracheal-delivered rISM1 alleviates emphysema in Ism1�/� and CS-exposed mice. (A) Quantification of AMs from Ism1�/� lung under PBS, rISM1,
and liposome-clodronate (CLO) treatments. (B) IF staining and quantifications for GRP78highCD68+ AMs, nuclei are stained by DAPI. (C) Representative H&E-
stained lungs of 2-mo-old FVB/NTac Ism1�/� mice after vehicle (PBS), 1 μg rISM1, 5 μg rISM1, and CLO treatments. (D) Quantifications of MLI and (E) FEV100/
FVC of untreated and treated mice groups in A. (F) Experimental design of 2-wk and (G) 8-wk CS-induced COPD model in WT BALB/cAnNTac (WT BALB/c)
mice. Room air–exposed WT BALB/c mice (Sham) and CS-exposed WT BALB/c mice (CS) with vehicle (PBS) or rISM1 (10 μg rISM1) treatments at frequency and
intervals indicated. (H) Quantifications of BALF cells from experimental groups in F. (I) H&E stained lungs of experimental groups in (G) depicting immune
cell infiltration. n = 5 mice per group. (J) Confocal fluorescent microscopy demonstrating cell-surface expression of GRP78 in AMs in Sham and CS mouse
lungs in G. (K) IF staining and quantifications of GRP78high AMs and (L) total AMs for experiment groups in G. (M) Active MMP-12 detected by Western blot
and their quantifications for experiment groups in G. (N) MLI and (O) FEV100/FVC of experimental groups in G. Data are mean ± SD and were analyzed by
two-group, two-tailed Student’s t test (B, D, and E: WT and Ism1�/� comparisons; and K) and one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test (A, D, E, H, and
L–O). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001, #: no significant difference compared to Sham group. n = 3 to 5 mice per group. (Scale bars:
20 μm for B and K, 50 μm for C and I.) Data from A–E are representatives of twice-repeated experiments with similar results. Data from H is representative
of one independent experiment. Data from I–O are independent experiments using the same experimental groups of mice in L.
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linear regression analysis revealed GRP78 expression as
another determinant of AM apoptosis after adjustments (SI
Appendix, Table S2). Similar to CS-exposed mice, csGRP78high

AMs are predominantly present in the lungs of COPD patients
(Fig. 4 E–G), suggesting that these AMs could be the prime
targets for ISM1–csGRP78-mediated apoptosis. Consequently,
more apoptotic AMs were observed in COPD patients with
higher hISM1 expression (Fig. 4H), and most apoptotic cells
were csGRP78high AMs in both COPD patients and
CS-exposed mouse lungs (SI Appendix, Fig. S8F). Meanwhile,
hISM1 seems to be expressed in both csGRP78low/� and
csGRP78high AMs in human lungs (SI Appendix, Fig. S8G).

Consistently, csGRP78high AMs were less apoptotic in C57BL/
6J Ism1�/� mice compared to those of WT mice after 2 wk of CS
exposure, further supporting the role of ISM1 in preventing
csGRP78high AM accumulation and the accompanied inflamma-
tion in Ism1�/� mice (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 H and I). These results
support the notion that ISM1 selectively targets csGRP78high

AMs for apoptosis in both mouse and human lungs.
Expectedly, AMs are increased in smokers with COPD (SI

Appendix, Fig. S9A), and there is a statistically significant trend
between higher hISM1 expression and smoking (SI Appendix,

Fig. S9 B and C and Table S4, P = 0.028), with higher hISM1
expression observed in current smokers than ex-smokers (SI
Appendix, Fig. S9D). These findings are consistent with ISM1
being up-regulated specifically in mouse AMs upon CS expo-
sure (SI Appendix, Fig. S9E), while ISM1 staining in other
immune cells such as polymorphonuclear leukocytes and lym-
phocytes remained undetectable (SI Appendix, Fig. S9F).

Altogether, our results indicate that physiological ISM1 is
required for maintaining lung homeostasis by controlling AM
number and shaping AM function via csGRP78-mediated
apoptosis of csGRP78high AMs. ISM1 deficiency leads to the accu-
mulation of csGRP78highMMP-12+ proinflammatory AMs, low-
grade pulmonary inflammation, and emphysema in mice under
ambient air (Fig. 5). Correspondingly, intratracheal instillation of
rISM1 reduced csGRP78high AMs and blocked CS-induced
emphysema in mice. We also anticipate that, similar to mice, pul-
monary instillation of rISM1 would reduce csGRP78high AM num-
bers and attenuate tissue damage in the human COPD lung. As
GRP78 is a stress-induced protein and csGRP78 is selectively pre-
sent on stress-activated proinflammatory AMs, rISM1 has the
potential to be developed into an AM-directed therapeutic for
COPD, targeting csGRP78 to curb lung inflammation.
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Discussion
Inflammation regulation and homeostasis maintenance are of
paramount importance for the lung due to its constant exposure
to the external environment. However, how the lung maintains
homeostasis remains poorly understood. In this work, we show
that the secreted ISM1 is a lung resident anti-inflammatory pro-
tein that is critical for maintaining lung homeostasis. ISM1 sup-
presses lung inflammation by specifically targeting csGRP78high

AMs for apoptosis. Pulmonary delivered rISM1 effectively
blocks CS-induced emphysema and preserves lung function in
mice. These findings not only add insights to the molecular
mechanism of COPD pathophysiology but also provide a path
for the development of AM-targeted COPD therapeutics.

Numerous studies have demonstrated that AMs are the main
orchestrators for COPD, with its number significantly increased
as well as function impaired, contributing to chronic lung inflam-
mation even after smoking cessation in COPD patients (24, 38,
39). Hence, AMs are important targets for anti-inflammatory
COPD therapeutics. In this work, we show that an increase in
csGRP78high AMs in Ism1�/� mice because of insufficient
ISM1–csGRP78-mediated apoptosis leads to chronic lung
inflammation and emphysema. This phenotype is consistent with
the increased AM number in COPD patients and previously
reported AM apoptosis resistance in COPD (39, 40). In line
with this, intratracheally delivered rISM1 induced AM apoptosis
and effectively depleted AM accumulation, suppressed emphy-
sema development, and blocked lung function decline in
CS-induced COPD mice (Fig. 3). We show that csGRP78high

AMs are predominantly MMP-12+ and therefore proinflamma-
tory. By selectively inducing csGRP78high AM apoptosis, rISM1
directly impedes proteolytic damage by AM-secreted proteinases
such as MMP-12, MMP-9, and MMP-driven TNF-α activation,
which is estimated to account for up to 70% of CS-induced lung
damage (41). These results concur with a previous report that
induced AM apoptosis by intratracheal-delivered alendronate
and ameliorated CS-induced emphysema in mice (6). Similarly,
the intratracheal instillation of clodronate, another macro-
phage depletion agent, also reduced AM numbers, suppressed

emphysema, and restored lung function (Fig. 3 A–E) in agree-
ment with other studies (42, 43). Our work here, together with
previous studies, demonstrates the beneficial effects of AM
depletion in suppressing emphysema in rodent models (6,
42–45).

In a healthy lung, AM numbers are tightly controlled at 0.3
to 1 AM per alveolus in mice, but its regulatory mechanisms
remain unknown. Here, we reveal that AMs in a healthy lung
express heterogeneous levels of csGRP78, the high-affinity
receptor of ISM1 (Fig. 2J). As GRP78 is a stress response pro-
tein and csGRP78high AMs are predominantly MMP-12+, these
csGRP78high AMs are proinflammatory (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 C
and G). Consistent with the lung being ISM1’s highest expres-
sion organ in mice, the loss of ISM1 leads to spontaneous
emphysema under ambient air accompanied with excessive
csGRP78high AM accumulation. Together with our previous
reports that ISM1 specifically targets csGRP78high cells for apo-
ptosis (19, 36), our findings here support a model whereby
ISM1 selectively eliminates csGRP78high AMs through apopto-
sis, while csGRP78low/� AMs are left intact, thus controlling
both AM number and integrity to protect lung homeostasis
(Fig. 5). These findings underscore the importance of AM pop-
ulation control for lung homeostasis. Even in the absence of
environmental assault, deficient AM apoptosis and excessive
csGRP78high AM accumulation were sufficient for emphysema
development in Ism1�/� mice. Nevertheless, future studies to
investigate cell-specific deletions of 1) ISM1 and 2) GRP78 are
required to truly deduce the effect of ISM1 and GRP78 in AM
biology and lung function. Notably, ISM1 is also expressed in
bronchial epithelium in mice, and hence, paracrine ISM1–
csGRP78 interaction may also play an important role for ISM1
function in lung. In addition, GRP78 is an essential ER chap-
eron protein for cell survival, and heterozygous deletion or
knockdown approaches may be required in order to study its
role in AMs and lungs.

csGRP78high AMs are also significantly increased in
CS-induced COPD mouse lungs and human COPD patients,
and intratracheally instilled rISM1 effectively depleted AMs
and rescued emphysema in both Ism1�/� mice and CS-induced
COPD mice. These findings underscore the pivotal role AM
plays in COPD pathogenesis, highlighting the potential of tar-
geting the proinflammatory AM for COPD therapeutic devel-
opment. These results also support the notion that rISM1 has
the potential to be developed into an AM-targeted therapeutic
for COPD while csGRP78 could be a useful target for COPD
drug development. There has been no successful development
of disease-modifying therapeutics for COPD in the past deca-
des. Major challenges exist for COPD drug development
because of disease heterogeneity and differences between
human COPD and animal models (46, 47). In this case, rISM1
has the advantage of specifically targeting csGRP78 on
GRP78high AMs without damaging the innately immunosup-
pressive GRP78low/� AMs and interstitial macrophages (48).
This study demonstrates a common characteristic between
CS-induced mouse COPD and human COPD lungs in harbor-
ing more csGRP78high AMs (Figs. 3J and 4G), making this sub-
set of AMs the prime targets for rISM1-mediated apoptosis.
Apoptotic AMs could subsequently be cleared via efferocytosis
by untargeted or apoptosis-resistant csGRP78low/� AMs. We
envision that rISM1 may also suppress AM-mediated inflam-
mation in COPD patients and block disease progression,
although a concrete conclusion can only be obtained through
clinical trials.

It is noted that endogenous ISM1 may not be sufficient to
overcome inflammation in the COPD lung, despite the positive
correlation between ISM1 expression and AM apoptosis. This
is a common phenomenon in many disease situations such as in
a viral infection in which a heightened production of immune

MMP-12
MMP-9
MMP-2

Isthmin 1

Cell-surface 
GRP78

Proinflammatory 
Alveolar Macrophages

Lung homeostasis

Apoptosis 

Alveolar Macrophage

Chronic inflammation
(COPD)

WT Ism1-/-

Fig. 5. Proposed mechanism of action for ISM1 in regulating AM apopto-
sis and lung homeostasis. (Left) Autocrine/paracrine ISM1 specifically tar-
gets and removes proinflammatory csGRP78high AMs via apoptosis to
maintain lung homeostasis. (Right) Absence of ISM1 in Ism1�/� mice results
in diminished apoptosis and accumulation of proinflammatory csGRP78high

AMs, leading to proteinases overproduction, emphysema, and lung func-
tion decline.
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antiviral factors may still not be enough to overcome the viral
infection. Accordingly, exogenously supplied rISM1 provided
the additional help to further increase AM apoptosis, resulting
in effective reduction of lung inflammation and blockage of tis-
sue damage in CS-induced COPD mice.

On the other hand, AMs in COPD are also known to have
impaired phagocytosis (engulfing pathogens) and efferocytosis
(engulfing apoptotic cells), at least when they are analyzed in
cell culture conditions in vitro (49, 50). Whether or not driving
AMs toward more apoptosis is beneficial for COPD patients
when efferocytosis is impaired will require further investigation
through clinical trials. In contrast, Ism1�/� AMs harbor similar
efferocytosis activity in vitro as WT AMs (SI Appendix, Fig.
S4C). Nevertheless, our study here concurs with multiple previ-
ous reports in mouse and rat models that point toward a benefi-
cial effect for COPD when AM apoptosis is enhanced, a result
of reduced proteinases and proinflammatory factors in COPD
(6, 39, 40, 43–45).

Although previous genome-wide association studies have not
associated the Ism1 locus with COPD, results from this study
suggest that it could be meaningful to investigate ISM1 expres-
sion in a larger population of COPD patients to uncover any
potential genetic or epigenetic influences on Ism1 and its regu-
latory genes. Additional studies are also required to determine
the exact link between ISM1 expression level and COPD dis-
ease severity or phenotype.

It is known that local macrophage apoptosis and clearance
contribute to inflammation resolution in atherosclerosis, experi-
mental peritonitis, and infection-associated acute pulmonary
inflammation (51–54). Our work here reveals the role of
autocrine/paracrine ISM1–csGRP78 signaling in inducing
csGRP78high AM apoptosis and maintaining lung homeostasis.
ISM1’s role in regulating AM apoptosis for lung homeostasis is
likely unique to mammals. Previous Ism1 knockdown studies in
lower vertebrates showed phenotypes such as craniofacial
defects in Xenopus (55) and angiogenesis and hematopoiesis
defects in zebrafish (18, 56). The highly divergent and intrinsi-
cally disordered N-terminal region of ISM1 (the first 200 resi-
dues) may contribute to the diverse biological functions in
different vertebrate species (57). On the other hand, high
sequence conservation and identity between mouse and human
in the thrombospondin type 1 repeat domain (98% identical)
and the adhesion-associated domain in Mucin 4 and other pro-
teins domain (99% identical) suggests that ISM1 likely pos-
sesses important conserved functions between mouse and
human (58).

Although αvβ5 integrin, the low-affinity receptor of ISM1,
has also been reported to be present on lung endothelial and
airway epithelial cells (59), no αvβ5 integrin expression was
detected in AMs nor did we observe any obvious targeting of
αvβ5+ cells when rISM1 was delivered intratracheally (SI
Appendix, Fig. S7 B and H). Consistently, no aggravated
emphysema due to undesired apoptosis of structural cells was
observed. Instead, rISM1 treatment relieved emphysema and
helped to preserve lung function in Ism1�/� mice.

One limitation of our study is the delivery of rISM1 via intra-
tracheal instillation to CS-induced COPD mice. Aerosol inhala-
tion would be more relevant for therapeutic delivery for human
COPD. Whether rISM1 is suitable for aerosol inhalation
remains to be determined. Nevertheless, the relatively large
size of rISM1 (∼50 kDa) suggests that it would not be rapidly
cleared from the lung and absorbed into the bloodstream (60,
61). Significant advances in protein therapeutics for topical
lung delivery via nebulization have emerged in various clinical
trials. For example, several phase II/III clinical trials of alpha-1
antitrypsin (52 kDa) as an inhaled therapeutic have been con-
ducted for alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency and cystic fibrosis
(62). It is likely that ISM1 could also be suitable for pulmonary

delivery via nebulization because of its comparable size to
alpha-1 antitrypsin. Although rISM1 inhibited emphysema pro-
gression in an 8-wk CS-induced COPD mouse model, the
extent of lung function decline in this model is only equivalent
to mild COPD patients. It remains to be determined if rISM1
treatments would still be protective when emphysema is more
pronounced since COPD mainly affects the older population,
and patients are often diagnosed late in advanced disease
stages. It is noted that the currently available mouse COPD
models can only represent early and mild COPD stages.

Although most of the data in this study are from Ism1�/� in
the FVB/NTac background, Ism1�/� mice in the C57BL/6J
background also present spontaneous emphysema, albeit
milder with lower emphysema scores (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).
Correspondingly, the overall AM increase is less pronounced in
C57BL/6J mice, yet the proportion of csGRP78high AMs are
also similarly expanded (SI Appendix, Fig. S6D). Importantly,
Ism1�/� AMs from both mouse strains present increased mor-
phological heterogeneity with more cells of larger sizes and the
presence of multinucleated giant cells, features absent in WT
mice (Fig. 2 A and B and SI Appendix, Fig. S4A). These similar-
ities underscore the protective role ISM1 plays in lung homeo-
stasis. In addition, CS is known to induce varied immune
responses between different mouse strains, with BALB/c mice
displaying greater susceptibility than C57BL/6 mice via
increased AMs and robust time-dependent MMP-12 up-
regulation (63). Our findings here that the pulmonary delivery
of rISM1 effectively impeded CS-induced emphysema in
BALB/c mice and that CS induced a heightened immune
response in Ism1�/� C57BL6/J mice also highlight the protec-
tive role of ISM1 in mouse lung.

We also wish to point out that although no gross histological
abnormalities were observed in other major organs in Ism1�/�

mice, it is not clear whether subtle changes exist nor changes
that occur at molecular and cellular levels. It is also not known
if the other organs would present abnormalities under patho-
logical or stressful conditions.

In summary, our findings here reveal the importance of AM
apoptosis regulation in lung homeostasis and the critical role
ISM1–csGRP78 signaling plays in controlling AM population
and function. We identified Ism1 as a gene linked to COPD
pathogenesis in mice and demonstrate that rISM1 attenuates
emphysema, suppresses inflammation, and preserves lung func-
tion in CS-induced COPD mice by specifically targeting
csGRP78 on stress-activated csGRP78high AMs. We propose
that csGRP78 is a potentially useful target for developing
COPD therapeutics and that rISM1 could be a prospective bio-
logic drug for COPD. Our findings also have implications for
other respiratory disorders driven or contributed by activated
and proinflammatory AMs including lung ischemia–reperfusion
injury (64), acute lung injury (65), lung fibrosis (66), and
asthma (67). csGRP78 has been extensively studied as an anti-
cancer drug target (68–70), and we have previously reported
that rISM1 suppressed xenograft cancer growth in mice when
delivered intravenously (19). We speculate that pathological
overexpression of csGRP78 in noncancerous diseases could
also provide therapeutic opportunities for rISM1 to modulate
inflammation and curtail diseases.

Materials and Methods
Reagents, mice, mouse lung histology and imaging, lung immune cell quanti-
fications, apoptosis determination, cell culture, gelatin zymography, effero-
cytosis assay, ISM1 and GRP78 antibody validation, human lung tissue, and
statistical analysis can be found in SI Appendix, SI Materials andMethods.

Study Design. The primary objective of this study was to determine the physio-
logical function of mammalian Ism1 using an in-house–generated CRISPR/
Cas9-mediated knockout of Ism1 in two genetic backgrounds (FVB/NTac and
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C57BL/6J mice). Sample sizes for all experiments were kept at a minimum of
three animals per group for statistical analyses, and n numbers are presented
on the respective figures and legends. Age- and sex-matched mice were ran-
domly allocated into the experimental groups, and no outliers were excluded
from the animal studies. rISM1 rescue experiments for Ism1�/� mice were
repeated twice and separately analyzed for lung function parameters and his-
tology. The rISM1 treatment of 2-wk and 8-wk CS-induced COPD mice experi-
ments were carried out once with lung function parameters measured and
left lung lobes fixed for histology analysis and right lung lobes homogenized
for biochemical analysis where relevant. Immune cell quantifications of all
mouse experiments were carried out in a blind fashion. Deidentified human
lung samples were used for immune cell quantifications, staining, and grading
for hISM1 expression. No data were excluded in the human cohort study.

Pulmonary Function Test. Spirometry was performed on FVB/NTac WT and
Ism1�/� mice as well as experimental COPD WT BALB/cAnNTac mice previously
described (37). Briefly, micewere anesthetized with a ketamine-medetomidine
mixture (75 mg/kg and 1 mg/kg, respectively), and tracheotomy was per-
formed. The mice were intubated with a cannula and placed in a whole-body
plethysmograph connected to the Buxco Forced Maneuver System (Buxco
Research Systems). Pulmonary function test parameters were recorded using
the FinePointe software (Buxco Research Systems).

Emphysema Rescue in FVB/NTac Ism1�/� Mice. Female FVB/NTac Ism1�/� 4-wk-
old mice were intratracheally given 50 μL phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), 1 μg
or 5 μg rISM1 in 50 μL PBS, or 350 μg liposome-encapsulated clodronate in
50 μL PBS twice a week for 4 wk. The pulmonary function test was recorded
24 h after the last day of treatment, and lungs were fixed for histology analyses.

CS-Induced COPD Mouse Model. Female BALB/cAnNTac, FVB/NTac, or C57BL/
6J 8-wk-old mice were subjected to 2-wk and/or 8-wk CS exposure as previ-
ously described (37). Briefly, mice were whole-body exposed to room air or
4% CS mixed with room air from a total of nine 3R4F reference cigarettes
(University of Kentucky, Lexington) daily at a frequency of three 3R4F refer-
ence cigarettes every 2 h. This was carried out for 5 consecutive days each
week. The pulmonary function test was recorded 24 h after the last day of CS
exposure, and lungs were fixed for histology analyses.

Data Availability. All data are included in the manuscript and/or SI Appendix.
Materials are available on request from the authors.
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